ABSTRACT Video segmentation is the foundation of many senior computer vision applications. For robotic vision applications, video object segmentation is facing more difficulties. Since the videos are usually collected from those complicated scenes and the camera perspective may be static for some time, object saliency and motion clues which are widely used in traditional video segmentation approaches could be unreliable. Besides, its online processing ability is of crucial importance. In this paper, we propose an online video object segmentation method, which is organized as a segmentation-by-detection framework. It first effectively segments out meaningful objects in short video frame batches with the help of object detectors, and then the segmentation of different batches can be associated with each other via bi-directional notebook based connecting strategy. Experiments conducted on public available datasets verify the above-mentioned property and show good performance of the proposed method.
I. INTRODUCTION
With the rapid development of smart devices, efficient multimedia processing modules are more required than any times before. Video processing as the key branch of visual multimedia technologies has received a lot of attention. Video segmentation is a challenging problem and smart device like intelligent robot puts forward a higher demand to the online processing ability. Looking back to the existing related works, more methods focus on segmenting the completely captured video by optimizing the segmentation in the whole video scope. Obviously, these offline algorithms cannot handle the situation of robotic applications. Therefore, high-performance and high-efficiency online video segmentation algorithms are instantly and widely needed.
Recently, video object segmentation problem is attracting more and more attention. Video object segmentation aims to discover the meaningful objects and extract their boundaries in video sequence. It is very useful for many subsequent missions, such as scenes understanding, robot-based target
The associate editor coordinating the review of this manuscript and approving it for publication was Damon Lamar Woodard. acquisition, etc. However, by reviewing typical video object segmentation methods, we found that most of them only concern those primary objects and assume they appear in each frame or most frames of the video. In this paper, we focus on a more complex scene, which is usually appears in robotic applications. In this case, multiple targets may appear in a single coarse indoor scene, motion clues may be unreliable, the desired target may even not appear in each frame. Obviously, traditional video segmentation methods will be greatly limited. By contrast, for such complex scenes which usually appears in robot applications, we design segmentation-bydetection strategy in a streaming way, which is not only more effective and robust for such less constrained robot collecting videos but also satisfies the demand of stream processing in robot application. Moreover, compared with supervised semantic segmentation methods which need large numbers of fully annotated images samples, segmentation-by-detection strategy theoretically only need box annotations for the detector training stage.
In this paper, by taking full consideration of the characters of vision robot online collected video sequences, we propose a detection-based semantic object segmentation method, FIGURE 1. A simulative scene where robot is ordered to fetch a cap. The robot moves around to discover and grasp the target with the guidance of target segmentation. Batch-based online processing strategy can provide timely guidance, and connecting segmentation in different batches can further achieve target segmentation in long videos.
which is not only suitable for such complicated and unconstrained robot collecting videos but also satisfies the demand of online processing. In Fig. 1 , we present a simulative scene where the robot is ordered to fetch a cap. The robot collects the video frames gradually and, at the meanwhile, the propose method will split the newly collected frames into batches for the following segmentation. Online processing strategy provides more flexibility. Our contributions are summarized as follows.
1) We propose a new streaming video object segmentation framework for complex video sequences, which usually appear in vision robot applications. In these videos, multiple targets may appear in a single coarse scene and may not exist in each frame. 2) New segmentation-by-detection strategy is put forward to get instance segmentation without fully annotated training data. 3) A tracklet-based detection verification method is designed to only keep those reliable object detections and complement those uncompleted reliable tracklet. 4) Bi-directional notebook connection method, which utilizes bi-directional feature association of segmentation records, is proposed to connect the segmentation results in different frame batches.
II. RELATED WORKS
Video object segmentation problem has received increasing attention recently and many enlightening works have emerged. According to whether introduce human guidance or prior knowledge of target in the video processing procedure, existing video object segmentation methods can be roughly divided into two categories: semi-automatic methods and automatic methods. Semi-automatic method usually means that user participation is required, users should provide the algorithm with necessary auxiliary information to discover and define the desired targets, such as delineating the objects at the first frame manually [27] , [31] , [38] , [39] , [42] , [46] , giving clicks [15] , [40] or strokes [1] , [29] , [54] on several specified frames like traditional image segmentation approaches or just giving weak semantic annotations for the whole video sequence [53] , and then algorithms extract the desired objects at the rest of the frames. Such user-given guidance helps algorithms remove ambiguity in segmentation but providing such annotations is still exhausting after all. When segmentation problem getting more complicate, such as segmenting multiple targets involved videos or new objects appears in the halfway, it may need more boring annotating process. In intelligent robot vision society, the demand for guidance-free property is even more urgent. Therefore, we will concern more about the automatic methods in this paper.
Automatic video segmentation method aims to automatically cluster the pixels of each frame into homogeneous regions according to their spatio-temporal consistency. Brendel and Todorovic [2] observed that local regions from over-segmentation are spatially cohesive and vary smoothly in shape and location. They proposed to track those local regions across the whole video so as to group those locally smoothly regions together. Grundmann et al. [12] proposed a hierarchical graph-based method, which can establish a tree of multiple level spatio-temporal segmentations. In these two methods, over-segmentation method plays important role to generate local regions. And in the superpixel-based method of Galasso et al. [9] , it was shown that motion cues and a variety of within-and between frame affinities are necessary supplement for good video segmentation. After that, Galasso et al. [10] proposed to reduce the computational and memory cost of superpixel-based graph by using its reduced graph. The above-mentioned typical methods are all designed upon low level representation, they did not introduce the object conception nor provide the priority of a local region, which to some extent limits their application in senior tasks.
For video object segmentation algorithms, how to define and discover the desired objects is the key problem. When the camera is static, foreground segmentation are defined as background subtraction problem [14] , [50] . Papazoglou et al. [30] defined the objects according to the motion cues and designed a fast strategy to estimate whether a pixel is inside the object, then the segmentation will be refined in whole video scope with appearance model and spatial constraint. Faktor and Irani [8] proposed to initialize the foreground likelihood of superpixels with motion saliency and then update those likelihoods with consensus voting of neighboring superpixel descriptors. Wang et al. [41] proposed to incorporate saliency as the foreground likelihoods of object regions by computing their robust geodesic distance in motion boundary maps and spatial edge probability maps. And in [45] , they further enhanced the saliency estimates with a skeleton abstraction step. Giordano et al. [11] proposed to analyze how superpixel segmentation changes in adjacent frames to mark the motion regions as initial foreground object, then such location prior is used to refine the coarse segmentation. Jang et al. [18] put forward to estimate initial foreground distribution on superpixels with manifold ranking, and then refine it with the proposed forward-backward alternate convex optimization. Point trajectories are also designed to encode the motion information [4] , [36] , which can separate the moving foreground objects from the background with trajectory clustering. In these methods, motion cue and visual saliency play important roles in target discovering, and accordingly temporally static targets in static scenes or unsalient objects will be usually omitted. Besides, the basic processing units of these methods are in still low-level representation, such as pixels, over-segmentation regions and point trajectory, which may cost heavy and redundant computation in practice.
With the rapid development of object proposal algorithms [3] , [7] , [21] , many researchers tend to use object-like proposals as potential objects. As far as we know, Lee et al. [24] first introduced object proposal into video object segmentation, where appearance and motion information are used to rank the hypothesis and the highly ranked ones will be selected as the desired targets. Zhang et al. [51] proposed a new framework built on layered Directed Acyclic Graph (DAG), which is also initialized with motion based object proposal extended set. Perazzi et al. [32] solved the video object segmentation problem by minimizing an objective function defined over a fully connected graph whose nodes are the object proposals. Xiao et al. [47] tried to generate object's box and segmentation by first extracting easy instance and then iteratively discovering the complex ones in temporally-adjacent frames.
It is worth noting that most of the above-mentioned methods rely on saliency or motion cues, which may not reliable in some real applications. Some of them assume the desired objects appear in each frame or even optimize the segmentation results in whole video scope, which could be awkward for long videos and online collected videos. Some researchers have noticed such concerns. Li et al. [25] proposed to track a lot of figure-ground segments and incrementally learn the global appearance models. Finally, composite statistical inference approach will be used to refine the tracks. Such tracks can cover most potential objects since the tracked segments are generated from different types of boundaries, such as image boundary, motion boundary and their combination. However, this algorithm is apparently very time-consuming. Koh et al. [19] proposed to discover primary objects by building the object recurrence model, i.e., relax the assumption as primary object appears in most frames. And in [20] , they designed region augmentation and reduction strategy to further refine the primary targets selected according to their recurrence property. Obviously, such assumption is still too strong for some objects which only appears in small clips of the whole video.
According to the analysis above, we realize that we can use detectors instead of motion cues or recurrence assumption to discover potential objects, and gradually process the still being collected video in frame batches so as to adapt it for online applications. As far as we know, both segmentationby-detection strategy and online (or streaming as a synonym) processing are not new in video segmentation field, but they are not carefully explored in a combined framework. Lee et al. [23] designed Bayesian split-merge clustering to perform online video segmentation in pixel-region levels, which consists of pixel-level clustering, region merging and frame matching steps. Xu et al. [48] arranged graph-based hierarchical segmentation into a streaming framework. Galasso et al. [10] proposed a graph reduction based steaming video segmentation method, which also introduced deferred inference strategy to postpone uncertain decisions. Jang and Kim [17] designed short-term hierarchical segmentation (STHS) strategy and used frame-by-frame MRF optimization for steaming segmentation. Yu et al. [49] proposed a parametric graph partitioning based video segmentation method, which supports sub-volumes processing mode. However, the above-mentioned streaming video segmentation approaches only produce region based partitions for the video frames, targets are usually unmarked and over-segmented since no priority of object is introduce. Pun et al. [33] proposed an online video object segmentation method, which extracts illumination invariant feature of regions and utilizes them for region merging, but it requires user scribbles to mark the desired targets. Zhang et al. [53] recently proposed a segmentation-by-detection method which first generates noisy detections and proposals, and then organizes several region tracks with global optimization in the whole video scope. However as mentioned in [53] , such globally conducted segmenting procedure will be very slow for long videos and cannot be applied for those video sequences collected online by vision robots.
Recently, semantic image segmentation has also received significant progresses with the rapid development of deep learning [13] , [26] . An intuitive strategy is to extend image segmentation methods for video semantic segmentation task by further introducing spatial-temporal information of videos, such as motion [5] , [16] . In video salient object detection field which is close related with video object segmentation, fully learning based approach also develops rapidly [44] . In [37] , Tokmakov et al. proposed to segment the moving objects via a appearance-motion coupled two-stream neural network with an explicit memory module. Within a similar two-stream network, Jain et al. [16] proposed to segment generic video objects by generating pseudo ground truth labels. However, such strategy and approaches still requires large amount of pixel-wise labeled training data.
Compared with pixel-wise labeled training data, object bounding box annotation is more easy to get, which means that training a detector is much easier than directly training [34] is used to detect and recognize the potential objects in current input frames; (c) a tracking based reliability verification and detection extension method is proposed to achieve reliable detection tracklets; (d) with the constraint of object tracklets, the generated proposals will be filtered and only the well-fitted ones are preserved; (e) multiple shortest path based object co-segmentation will be executed, and object notebook is established to connect the same objects in different batches.
a pixel-wise segmentation model. We propose to solve the pixel-wise object segmentation task via object detection in this paper, which can reduces the dependence on elaborate training data, unreliable motion and saliency clues in static and complex environment. Such working condition is very common for home robots. More importantly, our video object segmentation framework is constructed for streaming processing. This framework is based on object detection verification and batch segmentation results connection. In the following section, we will give detailed description of this proposed method.
III. THE PROPOSED METHOD A. PROBLEM FORMULATION AND OVERALL FRAMEWORK
Given a video sequence V = {F 1 , F 2 , . . . , F t }, which is still being continuously extended and t is the current time. We try to segment all the meaningful objects O t = {o i }, i = 1, · · · , N t in the current frame F t . For an online algorithm, there is only information of current and previous frames available but no knowledge about the coming frames. Compared with entire-video-based methods, which should load all the frames into memory for a global representation, online algorithm is more flexible and practical.
The overall flowchart of the proposed progressive video segmentation method is presented in Fig. 2 . As can be noticed that our method deals with the input frames in batches, the whole framework consists five modules, i.e. object detection and recognition for each frame, tracklets based detection verification and extension, object proposal filtration, object co-segmentation in batches and region tracklet connections. The YOLO object detection network [34] gives the bounding boxes of the potential objects, and then we propose a new tracklet-based strategy to verify the reliability of the detections and extend/remove the detection tracklets accordingly. This design keeps the reliable detections and identifies the number of the potential objects, which greatly benefits the following object co-segmentation process for adjacent frames. Here, object co-segmentation is based on shortest path algorithm, its number of executions depends on the number of the reliable tracklets, which is also equal to the number of objects in this batch. After the object co-segmentation of each batch, we propose an object notebook connection method to link the object segmentations of current frames with their corresponding ones in the previous frames. In the following subsections, we will give more detailed description of these modules.
B. TRACKLET-BASED DETECTION VERIFICATION AND EXTENSION
In our online method, frames will be processed in batches. Here, we let B k = {F k t }, t = s k , · · · , s k + τ − 1 be the k-th batch in the video, s k is index of the start frame of the batch and τ is the number of frames. Considering all the algorithms introduced in this subsection are conducted within each independent batch, the subscript k is provisionally omitted for clarity.
In order to get the locations of the potential objects, we first use existing object detection method to explore each frame. In particular, YOLO detection method [32] is used to generate a set of detections D t = {d t,1 , · · · , d t,n t } for each frame F t . However, due to the complexity of imaging condition and quality, missing detection and error detections can be frequently found. We present the detection results of a three-frame batch in Fig. 3(b) . It can be noticed that, error detections (such as the laptop, pottedplant in 1st frame) and missing detections (such as the dinningtable in 3rd frame) will greatly interfere the following segmentation. How to check the reliability of the detections, link them in different frames and even supplement the missing detections are important problems. For a short video clip, such as 3-5 frames in a batch, assuming that the objects will show up in every frame is reasonable. Therefore, for a reliable detection box from YOLO, there will be corresponding detections in other adjacent frames. In our method, we utilize such corresponding relations as the checking criterion of detection reliability and then propose a tracklets based detection verification and extension strategy. A schematic diagram with examples is presented in Fig. 3 .
For all the detection results D = {D s , · · · , D s+τ −1 } as presented in Fig. 3(b) , we first establish a tracklet Fig. 3(c) presented, for each detection box, we track them forward and backward, and then we connect them as a complete link. In our implementation, we use fDSST [6] tracking method. When all the tracklets are established, detection boxes will receive mapped boxes in all the other frames of the same batch. However, these tracklets are still not associated, i.e. the tracklets of the same object in different frames are still independent. To connect these tracklets and utilize them to verify the detection reliability, we first define an operation A to measure the association of initial detections:
where p ∈ {1, · · · , n t } and q ∈ {1, · · · , n t }. This operation measures the degree of overlap of two tracklets (l t,p , l t =t,q ).
The following formulation gives corresponding binary marks for those tracklet pairs, Set verification matrix M t for D t as a n t -dimension all-one vector. 4 :
end for 8: if M t (p) ≥ τ · κ ver , p ∈ {1, 2, · · · , n t } then 9: d t,p will be viewed as a reliable detection, set M t (p) = 0. 
It is worth noting that the tracklets l i in L v may still be uncomplete due to the missing detection in some frames. So in Step 17, we extend the uncomplete tracklet l i by taking the tracking result of its nearest corresponding detection as the complement for the missing detection. An extension example (the dinningtable) is presented in Fig. 3(c) . Finally, as examples presented in Fig. 3(d) , we can get the completed tracklet set L c = {l i }, i = 1, · · · , C.
C. OVERLAPPING BATCH PARTITION FOR ROBUST VERIFICATION
In our tracklets based detection verification and extension step (Sec. III-B), we observe that independent frame batch without context information is not enough for reliable detection verification. In other word, only processing a frame in a single batch sometimes is not reliable, some potential objects may be missed since they happen to only appear in the minority frames of this batch. Therefore, the setting of batch partition also influences the generation of reliable tracklets, especially for complex scenes where detection algorithms usually fail to discover objects in every frame.
Besides, online algorithms put forward high request to the processing ability and flexibility for the latest coming data, such as segmenting the online collected new video frames.
Algorithm 2 Detection Connection and Tracklet Extension
Input : The reliability verification matrix M t for each 
elseif M m (p, q) = 1 and M t (q) = 0 then 9: If f = 1 then C = C + 1.
13:
else Reset element in M t and M t as C save if it is set to C before. It is foreseeable that this issue depends on the composition of the data unit. That requires us to design reasonable batch partitions to give reliable results timely.
To deal with these above concerns, we use partly overlapping batches in our algorithm to makes our algorithm fully exploit the detection of context frames for verification. And by the way, it also provides the latest coming frames with timely processing results. Take the batches in Fig. 4 for example, the setting of 3 Frames Per Batch (FPB) with 2 Same Frames (3FPB2SF) means adjacent 3 FPB batches include 2 same frames, i.e. the last 2 frames of the former batch and the first 2 frames of the latter batch. This batch partition strategy ensures that the latest frame can be directly incorporated into the newest batch and to be processed immediately, which is a critical property for the streamed applications. More importantly, for single frame F t , it appears in adjacent batches {B k−1 , B k , B k+1 } but in different positions, which allows F t to check reliable tracklet in different video frame contexts. This strategy facilitates reducing wrong detection discard and complement more missing detection in tracklets based detection verification and extension (Sec. III-B).
D. OBJECT CO-SEGMENTATION IN VERIFIED TRACKLETS
With Algorithm 1 and Algorithm 2, we have already checked the reliability of all the detections, linked the reliable ones as tracklets and further extended them as complete ones. Video object segmentation now turns into extracting the objects with the constraint of above-mentioned reliable tracklets. In our method, we view it as a two-level object co-segmentation problem in each batch. In the proposal-level, we utilize the region-wise spatial-temporal information and reliable tracklets for the target proposal co-selection. In the pixel level, we further refine the segmentation with pixel-wise consistency in both spatial-temporal and feature space.
1) PROPOSAL-LEVEL TARGET REGION CO-SELECTION
Since the adjacent frames in video sequence have strong spatiotemporal consistency, we utilize the shortest path strategy for target proposal co-selection [28] . For efficiency, we adopt LPO [21] for regional proposal generation, which only costs 1-2s for a frame. Actually, LPO can be replaced with other proposal methods according to different needs. By incorporating the constraint of verified trackletl i , the objective function we are going to maximize for the co-segmentation of object i is
where R t,i is the proposal set of object i in F t , x u t and x v t+1 are the binary labels for the u-th proposal r u t ∈ R t,i and v-th proposal r v t+1 ∈ R t+1,i , x u t = 1 means r u t is selected as the object segmentation, δ x u t , x v t+1 = 1 only when
ρ r u t ,l i (t) is the proposal-detection fitting score of proposal r u t and its corresponding detectionl i (t), which is defined as the difference of proposal-in-box ratio ρ in and proposal-outbox ratio ρ out . 
where S c (r p , r q ), S s (r p , r q ) and S l (r p , r q ) are the color histogram similarity, size and location consistency, respectively. ω c , ω s and ω l are their corresponding weights. The object function with constraint in Eq. 3 means that we should select a single proposal for each detection of the trackletl i to maximize the sum of consistency and detection fitness. This optimization problem can be easily solved by dynamic programming. To improve the efficiency of the algorithm, we only keep proposals whose ρ in and ρ out satisfy the given thresholds, i.e. ρ in > κ in and ρ out < κ out . Specifically, if no proposal satisfies the given terms, we directly use the detection mask as the region proposal in our implementation. For batch B k whose completed tracklet set is L k c = {l k i }, i = 1, · · · , C k , all the involved objects can be extracted by executing the above process C k times.
2) PIXEL-LEVEL TARGET SEGMENTATION CO-REFINEMENT
Since sometimes the target proposals are coarse, if we need more delicate results, it is optional to further refine the segmentation in pixel level with spatial-temporal constraint. Spatial-temporal consistency such as the optical flow and gradient flow [43] have been widely utilized. In this paper, we design a co-refining strategy for targets in the same batch. The co-refining strategy is based on the GrabCut framework [35] , where the graph is constructed upon all the frames of the batch. The region outside the detection box is marked as hard background and the proposals co-selected in the previous step will be marked as the soft foregrounds. In this way, we can model the foreground and background in feature space for the whole batch. Besides, the neighbouringlinks in the graph take both spatial and temporal consistency into consideration, where temporal consistency is incorporated by adding extra cost on separating the pixels connected by optical flow in adjacent frames. In this segmentation co-refining framework, the feature, spatial and temporal consistency are incorporated in a unified framework, which effectively guarantees the quality of the refinement.
E. NOTEBOOK-BASED BI-DIRECTIONAL CONNECTION
After we get the object segmentations of a frame batch, another important problem is how to connect them with the object segmentations of previous batches and check that whether they are newly emerging objects. In our method, we design a Notebook-based Bi-Directional Connection (NBDC) strategy to solve this problem, which is summarized in Algorithm 3. It takes the object segmentation O k and object notebook N k−1 as input, outputs the updated notebook N k and connection vector V k . V k shows the new object segmentation belongs to which object word in N k−1 and it can be used to generate the new notebook N k . 
end for 9: end for 10: Find the maximum of each row and column of M c , save the indexes as I r and I c , respectively.
11:
for i ∈ {1, · · · , C k } do 12: if I c (I r (i)) = i then 13: O k i has been connected withW I r (i) ,V k (i) = I r (i).
14:
end if 15: end for 16: Update N k−1 to N k with V k and O k , those unconnected segmentations will be used to set new object words.
17: end if
If word notebook N k−1 is empty, we will output the
Step 5 to
Step 9 presented, we will first establish the connection matrix M c , which measures the similarity of object words and new object segmentations. According to Eq. (5), the similarity α O k i , W j is also based on the color histogram, target size and location of each object instance pair in O k i and W j . From Step 10 to Step 15, the bidirectional connection strategy is presented, i.e. when and only when an object segmentation O and a notebook word W are both the most similar connection target to each other, they will be connected. If an object segmentation has no connection with the notebook, it will be viewed as a newly emerging object. Finally, in Step 16, we will update the object notebook according to the connection vector V k . In Fig. 5 , we give an example of the notebook-based Bi-directional connection strategy, where connection processes for three successive batches are presented. As can be noticed from Fig. 5(a)(b) , for the objects which have already existed in the notebook and satisfy the Bi-directional connection criterion, they will be connected with the existing words and used to update the object notebook. If a group of object segmentation fails the Bi-directional connection, it will be viewed as a newly emerging object and we will establish a new word to store its information.
We observe that the corresponding segmentations selected with the above algorithms are highly consistent in adjacent batches. Our connection strategy is just established upon this observation and the bi-directional checking for the connections effectively improve the reliability. Besides, we combine appearance and location features for the object identity verification, which can enhance the linking accuracy since such features are efficient and very discriminative in short video clips. Based on the above-mentioned batch-wise co-segmentation and the notebook-based Bi-directional connection strategy, we can gradually achieve the segmentation successive object segmentations in different batches.
IV. EXPERIMENT A. PARAMETER SETTINGS AND IMPLEMENTATION DETAILS
In this section, we will present more implementation details and give the parameter settings. For the consistency measuring of proposal-proposal pair and segmentation-word pair, we use the same measurement as Eq. (2) presented. For proposal-proposal consistency measuring, we set (ω c , ω s , ω l ) = (0.5, 0.4, 0.1), and for segmentation-word in bi-directional connection, (ω c , ω s , ω l ) = (0.4, 0.2, 0.4). The detection based proposal filtering parameters κ in and κ out are set to 0.4 and 0.2 to excluding those clearly inappropriate proposals. If there is no proposal can meet the above filtering requirements, we will directly select the detected bounding box region as the only proposal. κ track and κ ver are experimentally set to 0.5 to make sure that the judging information is collected from the majority elements. Besides, for the used external algorithms, such as YOLO, LPO and fDSST tracking, we all use the default parameters provided in their projects. For YOLO detection, we use the [30] and SPT [25] , IoU score is considered. The best tracks of [25] are manually selected for evaluation. The best performance of each comparison group is in bold font. The object names in bold font are the primary targets in each video. LPO, CI and CPMC means different proposal methods and the Ref suffix indicates whether pixel-level refinement is adopt.
pre-trained models trained on COCO trainval35k. All the above-mentioned parameter settings are fixed throughout the following experiments.
B. EXPERIMENTS ON SAFARI_1.0 DATASET
Safari_1.0 Dataset [52] is a public available video dataset, which contains 9 videos and each one has 45-50 frames. Safari not only contains multiple targets in single videos (15 targets in 9 videos), but also includes different camera/target motion cues, which is challenging to extract all the potential targets. We relabeled pixel-wise ground truth for every frame for precise quantitative evaluation.
We first compare our method with video object segmentation algorithms DAG [51] and FVS [30] . DAG [51] is a representative and state-of-the-art object proposal selection based video segmentation approach. FVS [30] is an automatic and fast video segmentation method, which utilizes motion information for initial foreground estimation and then performs labelling refinement. We provide quantitative comparison with DAG and FVS methods in Tab. 1. For our method, we set the batch size to 3FPB2SF and evaluate the performance according to the first segmentation of each object in the overlapped batches. We give the results with the same proposal method (abbreviated to CI) [7] of comparison methods. In Tab. 1, we present both proposal-level and pixel-level segmentation results of the proposed method and DAG.
It can be noticed from Tab. 1, both DAG and FVS can only extract the primary objects since they highly depend on the motion cues, or even only concern the primary target and assume the object appears in each frame of the video. Since in many cases we not only care about the primary targets and targets with distinctive motion cues, extracting as many meaningful targets as possible help us to better understand the video content. To give a more comprehensive and fair quantitative comparison, besides giving the quantitative evaluation for each target, we also evaluate the average performance on the subset of primary objects and the full set. Compared with DAG, our method achieves competitive performance in proposal-level and outperforms it in pixel-level. DAG seems that it usually encounters failure in pixel-level refinement step. By contrast, with both detection bounding box and the proposal-level segmentation, our method receives significant performance boost with the spatial-temporal information. Compared with FVS method, our method not only extract more targets, but also achieve much better average performance on primary object subset.
As presented in Tab. 1, 5 videos of Safari dataset contain multiple targets and some targets are hard to segment for DAG and FVS methods due to their unapparent motion information. To further demonstrate the performance of our method for multiple potential targets and targets with different motion cues, we further compare our method with Segment Pool Tracking method (SPT) [25] . SPT [25] was proposed to extract all the potential targets by tracking many figure-ground segments (proposals) , where the segments are considered to describe potential targets in video. For SPT, we follow its default settings to use CPMC [3] for segments generation. SPT generates different numbers of segment tracks for different video sequences, such as 11 tracks for Lion and 94 tracks for Elephant_sheep. Actually, beside the real target segment tracks, the track set also contains many background region tracks, we evaluate the performance of SPT by manually selecting the best segment track for each object. For the proposed method, we use the CPMC [3] proposal generation method. Our method (proposal-level segmentation) achieves very close average performance to that of SPT method. However, SPT have to track many possible segments to cover potential targets, which further heavily increase the time and storage cost. Therefore, achieving competitive result with light computing and storage burden demonstrates the advantages of our method.
To give more intuitive comparison of segmentation results, we present several examples in Fig. 6 . Examples from group Buffalo_lion, Elephant_giraffe, Elephant_sheep and Sheep_sign are presented. It can be noticed that multiple objects are involved in these sequences, some of them even contain objects which almost stay in quiescent state. Compared with the comparison methods, our method can automatically extract all the potential object with competitive pixel-wise segmentation, which can be further applied to many senior vision tasks.
C. EXPERIMENTS ON INDOOR SCENES VIDEO DATASET
Compared with outdoor scene, indoor scenes especially household scenes are usually more complicated. Actually, indoor scenes are also the places where more intelligent vision robots will be applied in the future. In this section, we test our algorithm and give comparison on videos collected in indoor scenes. RGB-D Scenes Dataset v.2 [22] is a widely used indoor scene video dateset, which consists of 14 indoor scene video clips containing furniture (chair, coffee table, sofa, table and TV monitors) and living objects (bowls, caps, cereal boxes, coffee mugs and soda cans). The total dataset contains 14 video sequences with 11,431 frames (about 816 frames for each video sequence), each sequence has about 6-10 objects. Note that some of the involved objects do not appear throughout the whole video, they may come into the view or disappear in any frame of the video, which also brings huge difficulties for the video object segmentation task. FVS and DAG methods cannot handle such complex cases since they mainly focus on the primary or the most salient targets. As to SPT method, it is too time-consuming to process such long videos, which are collected in complex scenes and involve a lot of targets.
There are both RGB and depth images for each frame, we only use RGB information in our experiments. Besides, the sponsors of the dataset also provide class level labels for each 3D point in the scene, which unfortunately cannot be directly used for evaluating video segmentation algorithms on 2D frames. Therefore, we labeled part of the frames with equivalent interval sampling (every 15 frames) and annotated the above-mentioned objects in instance level to facilitate the quantitative evaluation and the following related research. In the following experiments, we also input the source images with equivalent interval sampling (every 5 frames) and use the same batch partition manner as Sec. IV-B described (3FPB2SF) if not specified. LPO is adopted as the proposal generation method for its high efficiency. In pixel-level co-refinement, we do not use the temporal consistency extracted from optical flow since it is unreliable in this case.
We compare our method with Streaming Graph-Based Hierarchical video segmentation method (SGBH) [48] and Parametric Graph Partitioning based video segmentation method (PGP) [49] . SGBH is a typical streaming video segmentation method, which can flexibly handle videos with any arbitrary length. PGP provides an almost parameter free framework for efficient and robust video segmentation, it also allows sub-volume processing, which can further improve the efficiency and performance. Both SGBH and PGP methods only generate spatio-temporal segmentation maps, but introduce no object conceptions. To give object-level evaluation for these two methods, we use the YOLO detections for object region selection in the segmentation maps. Given the ground truth segment g i of object o i , we first select out the best YOLO detection d i according to their IoU scores with g i . For a region r j of the segmentation map, we give it a binary label according to whether its majority pixels are inside d i . With the correctly labeled regionsr 1 ,r 2 , . . . ,r k , object-level segmentation s i can be formulated as s i = k j=1r j , the IoU score of segmentation s i for object o i can be calculated as
In Tab. 2, we present the quantitative results of SGBH+YOLO, PGP+YOLO and our method. Besides IoU score, the Number of Discovered Instances (NDI) for each object is also evaluated, where a segmentation whose IoU score is larger than 0.2 will be viewed as a discovered instance. For SGBH, we assign 10 frame for each sub-sequence as recommended and select Level 5 for evaluation. For PGP, we divide each video into 8 sub-volumes and use 400 initial superpixels per frame as recommended.
If there is no appropriate segmentation of SGBH and PGP but YOLO detected the object, we will directly use the detection mask as segmentation for fair comparison. For our method, we evaluate all the object segmentations in different batch positions and select the best segmentation. Both proposal-level and pixel-level evaluations are presented. The ground truth of NDI and the performance of YOLO detection are also presented in the table. We can find that for both IoU score and NDI metrics, our method achieves better performance than SGBH+YOLO and PGP+YOLO, which means our method can discover more targets while providing better instance segmentation. The average NDI of YOLO detection results is 135.07, and this index of our method in proposal-level increases to 141.28. The larger NDIs of our method mainly benefits from the proposed object detection verification and tracklet extension strategy, which can effectively complement the missing detections. Although some object parts have been segmented out in the region maps generated by SGBH and PGP, they cannot be correctly selected out due to the detection missing of YOLO. Theoretically, to discover more targets for SGBH and PGP methods, we can select the object regions by using label correlations of adjacent segmentation maps when there is no detection box. But this strategy may generate poor segmentations due to the non-complete correlations of object segments in adjacent frames.
The better segmentation accuracy of our method is mainly because we introduce object conception, proposals can better capture the whole objects and proposal based object co-segmentation in batches can select the good target segmentations. By performing pixel-level co-refinement, the accuracy receives further improvement. While for SGBH and PGP methods, which are based on local regions, their segmentation for objects are usually divided into multiple pieces or wrongly merged with other targets and background. In Fig. 7 , we show some segmentation results on RGB-D Scenes Dataset v.2 to give more intuitive comparison. The segmentation examples of SBGH, SGBH+YOLO, PGP, PGP+YOLO and our method are displayed. For the segmentations of SGBH+YOLO, PGP+YOLO and our method, we show the boundaries of the same instance with the same color. We select the #000, #120, #240, #360, #480 and #600 frame of 4 video sequences, which capture different and typical scenes. It can be noticed that SGBH and PGP generate region-based partitions for the whole video but introduce no prior information for the meaningful targets. Even though we combine them with YOLO to get target segmentation, they are still relatively coarse since low-level region usually only capture partly information for the desired targets, the partitions of object contours are usually unreliable. By contrast, our algorithm shows better object discovering ability and gives better object segmentation.
To give a more intuitive demonstration about the target instance discovering ability of our method, we further plot the Ratio of Discovered Instances (RDI) curves for 3FPB2SF, 5FPB4SF and YOLO-v2 in Fig. 8 . RDI presents the ratio of the number of discovered instance to the ground truth number of instance. We find the average RDI of our segmentation with 3FPB2SF and 5FPB4SF reach 0.8190 and 0.8250, respectively. Considering the result of YOLO-v2 is 0.7836, it shows that our method is highly effective for discovering undetected objects by utilizing inter-frame relations. For those targets with low original discover ratio, such as bottle, cap, monitor and table, the improvement is even more significant.
To further evaluate the performance of the proposed notebook-based bi-directional connection method, we count the number of connection clips of each object and compare it with the ground truth number of object successive occurrences. The comparison results are shown as curves in Fig. 9 .
The number of connection clips reflects the ability of connecting strategy for same instance connection and smaller value indicates better performance. The ground truth number of object successive occurrences is manually counted, where the object sequences cut by occlusion and leaving sight as different occurrences. What needs to be pointed out is that we only evaluate the object instance whose RDI is larger than 0.6. From Fig. 9 we can find that for most of the objects our method achieves very close number of connection clips with the ground truth, which shows that our NBDC strategy performs well on connecting successive occurrences of object instance. The relative large number gap of cup(red_white) and table(circle) are mainly caused by their poor segmentations which reduce their consistency in different frames.
V. DISCUSSION
Our algorithm is implemented with MATLAB, and we test our method on a PC with a E5 CPU and a Quadro K4200 GPU, where GPU is only available for YOLO. Take the video Buffalo_Lion (totally 50 frames) from Safari dataset for example, whose frame size is 640 × 360, our method takes about 8.25 seconds for each frame. In Tab.3, we present the time cost on the key modules of our method and the comparison with the other methods. In our method, YOLO detection and its following post-processing cost about 2.5s per frame, the tracklets based detection verification and extension cost about 2.5s per frame, LPO proposal generation and proposal filtering costs about 2.85s per frame, feature extraction and Co-segmentation cost 0.3s per frame, Bi-directional notebook connection cost 0.1s per frame. For the DAG [51] method, the adopted proposal generation and extension steps are very time-consuming, after removing the time cost on proposal generation, it take about 20.9s per frame. For the FVS [30] method, it totally takes about 13.5s per frame, where generating optical flow costs about 13s per frame, optical flow can be further replaced with GPU version (< 1 sec/frame) as reported in [30] . For the SPT [25] method, after removing the time cost on segment pool generation, it still takes more than 30s per frame. For SGBH [48] , which is a streaming video segmentation method, when we set 10 frames/sub-sequence, it costs about 8.92s per frame to generate 5 layer hierarchies. For PGP method [49] , which supports sub-volume processing mode, when we divide the video into 4 sub-volumes, it costs about 4.35s per frame. From the above running time comparison, we can notice that our method is more efficient than those traditional object-oriented video segmentation approaches, but it is relatively slower than the video pre-segmentation methods. The main time cost of our method is on external data generation and detection verification. We believe the time cost can be reduced by further optimizing the code and introducing parallel mechanism. The indoor videos we used for experiments include many occlusion issues, and our method achieves good performance on this issue. It benefits from the tracking based detection extension strategy, which can effectively supplement the missing detections caused by the partly occlusion cases. To further improve the performance on more tough occlusion issues, we can add long-term verification and correlation with those occlusion-aware tracking strategies. Theoretically, it can complement more missing detections and assure more reasonable batch connections. It is a promising research topic to design a flexible and concise long-term constraining strategy for more robust segmentation. As presented in Fig. 10 , another noticeable point is that when the detector fails to mark out the bounding box of the targets in a local batch, the proposed method will miss the target. It happens when the targets are new to the detector, blurred or in significant variations. We believe tracking based long-term constraining strategy could be a feasible solution for this problem.
VI. CONCLUSION
This paper introduces an online semantic object segmentation method, which is based on the proposed detection verification, batch co-segmentation and the Bi-directional notebook connection strategies. Considering the complex characteristics of robot application, instead of saliency, motion cues and strong recurrence assumption, we use deep learning based detection approach to discover the potential objects and recognize their semantic classes. In this way, both potential objects with unapparent motion and targets appearing in only a few frames can be discovered. Rather than learning a segmentation model with pixel-wise labeled training data, our method theoretically only need bounding box training data for detector learning. This is attractive for real applications where plenty pixel-wised labeling are hard to acquire. Experiments conducted on public available datasets demonstrate the good performance of our method.
